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Carnation, Lily, Lily, Rose is a painting by John
Singer Sargent painted between 1885-86. This is

one of the beautiful images that feature in my
Seeing Art with Fresh Eyes gallery tour at Tate

Britain for that is where this painting is housed.
It is quite a large painting, and when you stand
and see it in the flesh, we look slowly, with our

senses awake, with the imagination and with our
own responses and insights while also being
aware of the facts and historical context - so
this is what I shall follow here:  John Singer

Sargent was an American painter but he spent
most of his time in England. The inspiration for

this painting came when he was staying at a
friend’s house in Worcestershire. He used his
friend’s two daughters as the models so this is

an interesting painting purely from the fact
that, at this time in the late 1800s, artists had

begun to paint every day scenes, and people
from every life, very unlike heroic history

paintings that were being created at the same
time or older, mythological or biblical scenes

that we might find in Renaissance works of art.  
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So the every day was a source of fascination but
it wasn’t only the every day, it was the every day
with this wonderful sense and effect of light, so

Singer Sargent is really considered to be an
American/ British Impressionist painter

because that is what he is really interested in
here; capturing the beautiful light at dusk and

the emotional effect of that light. It is an
enchanting painting which evokes so many

different feelings; we see two girls lost in their
moments of play and discovery of the lanterns.

This image captures atmosphere and the light at
dusk so exquisitely its almost photographic: it
looks momentary, but Sargent worked on this
over a number of months. He was able to work
for only a few minutes each evening when the

light was exactly right. He would place his easel
and paints before him, and get his models ready

in anticipation of the few moments when he
could paint the mauvish light of dusk. As autumn
came and the flowers died, he had to replace the

blossoms with artificial flowers. His friend
Edmund Gosse recorded Sargent's working

method:
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 “Instantly, he took up his place at a distance
from the canvas, and at a certain notation of the
light ran forward over the lawn with the action
of a wag-tail,  planting at the same time, rapid
dabs of paint on the picture, and then retiring

again, only, with equal suddenness, to repeat the
wag-tail action. All this occupied but two or

three minutes, the light rapidly declining, and
then, while he left the young ladies to remove
his machinery, Sargent would join us again, so
long as the twilight permitted, in a last turn at

lawn tennis.”
(quoted in Charteris, pp.74-5)

 
This is a joyful image, visceral,  which awakens
the senses as we can almost smell the scent of

the flowers - perhaps you even can. At the same
time it is tinged with the sense of the

fleetingness of time- in both childhood and
movement of time, out of our control,  as time

rolls from day to night, week to year and so on.
But it is also utterly drawing us in to reflect a
little more deeply on the nature of childhood,

remembering those times when we were lost in
curiosity. As the viewer we look in on these

girls, moving us to recall the way in which we
were seen and perceived by those close to us,
what our family’s and friends’ aspirations or
image of us was and who we might become..
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 Childhood is shaped, said psychologist James
Hillman, by the image those carry for us in their

hearts- “the worst atmosphere for a child to
grow up in is one in which there are no

expectations whatsoever. It ’s worse for a child
to grow up in a vacuum where “whatever you do

is alright, I ’m sure you’ll  succeed.” That is a
statement of disinterest.” The image we hold not

just for our children but for each other is
sacred. When we awaken and wake up to works
of art through our senses and the imaginations

then these are feelings that become evoked
within us. We like a work of art for the effect it
has on us so I can only relay to you what I see

and feel.  I hope you take time with this and
allow your imagination to awaken and walk

through the doorway that this image evokes.
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